I. INTRODUCTION
Thin film optical waveguide formed by depositing a uniform layer on substrate has a step refractive index profile but suffered from high scatter loss due to polycrystalline structure and rough surface of the film. To avoid this disadvantage, methods such as titanium indiffusion, 1 proton exchange, 2 combination of both, 3 and other types of ion exchange 4, 5 were developed to produce waveguides with less scatter loss. Waveguides produced by these types of methods have a gradient refractive index profile for both ordinary and extraordinary rays. Determination of the refractive index profiles is essential for mode analysis of the waveguide. The inverse Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin ͑WKB͒ method 6 was developed to determine the index profile from the experimental effective indices of the guided modes. The proton exchange process on LiTaO 3 and LiNbO 3 produced increased extraordinary (n e ) and decreased ordinary (n o ) index profiles for the waveguide such that only extraordinary polarization modes are guided. 2, 7 Methods for determination of the n o profile in which ordinary polarization modes are leaky were reported 8 by using dark mode reflectivity technique. In this article, we propose a new method to determine the ordinary refractive index profile for a planar waveguide. The method consists of analyzing the transmission spectrum with help from the multilayer optical thin film calculation technique. We demonstrate this method on the proton exchanged planar waveguide upon a z-cut LiTaO 3 plate. The evolutions of the ordinary refractive index profile with proton exchange time and with annealing time were analyzed by using this new method. New insights for the proton exchange process were discovered and discussed.
II. TRANSMISSION SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Given a z-cut uniaxial crystal plate, the light incident normal to the x-y plane of the plate sees only the ordinary refractive index. For a planar waveguide on the x-y surface with an ordinary refractive index profile extending in the z-direction, the ordinary refractive index profile N(z,) can be described by the following expression:
Where Ns() is the dispersive refractive index of the substrate, f (z) is the depth resolved functional form for the ordinary refractive index of the waveguide. Our basic assumption for Eq. ͑1͒ is that the waveguide follows the same dispersion relation as the substrate. For practical devices in which the index changes of the waveguide produced by methods such as proton exchange are in the order of 10 Ϫ2 , we expect this assumption to be valid.
The transmission spectrum T exp () of the substratewaveguide system can easily be measured with a spectrophotometer. It can also be theoretically calculated provided that the index profile of Eq. ͑1͒ is known. We can divide the continuously distributed index profile into a large number of discrete homogeneous layers; each layer has a step index throughout its thickness. By using the conventional multilayer calculation method, 9 the transmission spectrum T cal ( f (z),) can be calculated with known N(z,). If the division of the profile is large enough, the calculated transmission spectrum of the multilayer system will be practically equal to that of the continuous profile.
The parameters which define the index profile function f (z) can be obtained by fitting the experimentally measured transmission spectrum T exp () to the calculated transmission spectrum T cal ( f (z),) through the least square fit method, i.e., minimizing the value of SQRT in the following expression:
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One important aspect about this procedure is that, although there are powerful algorithms to perform least square fit, the validity of the fitting largely depends on the choice for the initial values of the parameters, which define f (z). Improper choice of the initial values often leads to a local minimum of Eq. ͑2͒ instead of a global minimum. With the advent of the fast computational tools in recent years, this discrepancy of the past can be overcome. We can calculate and plot the equal-SQRT surfaces in a wide range in the multidimensional space constitutes by the parameters of f (z); by visually inspecting the distribution of the equal-SQRT surfaces, one can fast identify the region where the global minimum locates, then the least square fit algorithm is used to obtain the precise location of the global minimum.
We shall demonstrate this technique by analyzing the index profile of a proton exchanged planar waveguide on LiTaO 3 in Sec. IV. We shall see that the index profile of a proton-exchanged waveguide prepared under our condition can very well be described by a Fermi-Dirac ͑FD͒ function. Before doing this, we shall introduce first, in the following section, our numerical analysis results on the characteristics of the transmission spectrum for a Fermi-Dirac index profile.
III. TRANSMISSION SPECTRUM CHARACTERISTICS FOR A FERMI-DIRAC INDEX PROFILE
A Fermi-Dirac index profile is given as
The air-waveguide interface locates at zϭ0 as the x-y plane, the waveguide index extends into the positive z direction. The parameter ''a'' indicates the degree of steepness of the FD function, aϭ0 gives a step function. The parameter ''b'' gives the width of the FD function at the half value, and the parameter ''c'' gives the height of the FD function. The general feature of Eq. ͑3͒ is shown in Fig. 1 for a negative c. We divided N(z,) into multilayers of equal thickness; each layer has a homogeneous refractive index. By using the conventional optical thin film calculation method, 9 we calculated the normal angle incident transmission spectrum of the multilayer system. The transmission spectrum of the multilayer system is practically equal to that of the graded index system described by Eq. ͑3͒ provided the number of multilayers is large enough.
In the numerical calculation, Ns() of the bare substrate is the dispersive refractive index of LiTaO 3 obtained by fitting the experimental transmission spectrum of the bare LiTaO 3 with the Lorentzian formula in the wavelength range from 400 to 850 nm. The result is
. ͑4͒
We analyzed numerically the relationship between the parameters a,b,c which define the FD function and the transmission spectrum characteristics. The results are summarized as follows.
͑1͒ Negative c gives transmittance, which is higher than that of the bare substrate, and positive c does the opposite, as is demonstrated with an example shown in Fig. 2 . This fact is equivalent to that of a homogeneous single layer on the substrate; the system with a homogeneous layer which has lower index than that of the substrate has a higher transmittance than the system with only bare substrate, and vice versa. ͑2͒ As the absolute value of c becomes smaller, the transmittance moves closer to that of the bare substrate, i.e., the average-height line indicated as the dash lines in ͑4͒ Parameter a determines the fringe amplitude of the spectrum. The steeper the distribution is, i.e., the lower the a value is, the larger is the fringe amplitude. The averageheight line does not change when the fringe amplitude decreases with increasing a until all the fringes diminish, then the average-height line starts to reduce slowly with increasing a, as is demonstrated in Fig. 4 .
The smaller a is, the closer the index profile resembles a step index profile with the characteristics of distinctive fringes. A transmission spectrum without fringes and separated from that of the bare substrate is characteristic of a smooth varying index profile such as an exponential graded index profile or a FD profile with very large a.
IV. ANALYSIS OF PROTON EXCHANGED PLANAR WAVEGUIDE IN LiTaO 3
There are experimental evidences indicated that the concentration profile and extraordinary index profile in proton exchanged LiNbO 3 and LiTaO 3 closely resemble a FermiDirac function. [10] [11] [12] [13] The concentration profiles were obtained by using secondary ion mass spectroscopy ͑SIMS͒; the extraordinary index profiles were obtained by using the inverse WKB method. We assume that the index change is proportional to the proton concentration, therefore we started our analysis with a Fermi-Dirac function for the ordinary refractive index.
A. Experiment
We used surface acoustic wave ͑SAW͒ grade z-cut LiTaO 3 crystal plate of 0.5 mm thickness with optical-grade polished surface. The proton exchange process was carried out in pyrophosphoric acid at 250°C with various durations. The annealing process was carried out in atmosphere at 300°C for 100 min. The normal angle of incidence transmission spectrum was measured from 400 to 850 nm with a Hitachi U-3410 spectrophotometer. The photometry noise level of the spectrum measurement was about 0.3% transmittance. Ninety data points from 400 to 850 nm were taken from each spectrum for least square fit in Eq. ͑2͒. The transmission spectra were analyzed according to the method introduced in Sec. II. We used software with LevenbergMarquardt algorithm from International Mathematics and Statistics Library ͑IMSL͒ for least square fit.
B. Experimental results

Proton exchange
We produced ten samples with different proton exchange time from 5 min to 4 h. The transmission spectrum of samples with 5, 40, 180, and 240 min exchange time are selectively shown in Figs. 5͑a͒-5͑d͒, and 90 data points were taken from the spectrum for least square fit; those data points were shown in Figs. 5͑a͒-5͑d͒ as the dark dots. The general characteristics of these spectrums are consistent with the characteristics of the spectrums of a Fermi-Dirac function as described in a previous section, namely ͑1͒ The transmittance of the exchanged samples is higher than that of the bare LiTaO 3 substrate indicating a negative c for the FD function. ͑2͒ The number of fringes increasing with increasing exchange time indicating an increasing b, i.e., increasing thickness, with increasing exchange time. ͑3͒ The decreasing fringe amplitude with exchange time, indicating an increasing a, i.e., less steep, for the FD function with exchange time.
The result of least square fit for a FD index profile of Eq. ͑3͒ to the experimental data is shown in Fig. 6͑s͒ and the calculated spectra are shown as the circle points in Fig. 5͑s͒ . Figure 6͑a͒ shows that the parameter a increases fast with exchange time then comes to saturation at about ϳ100 min. Figure 6͑b͒ shows that the parameter b increases monotonically with exchange time. Figure 6͑c͒ shows that the parameter c varies randomly in the range from Ϫ0.022 to Ϫ0.031, corresponding to a change of n o from about Ϫ0.044 to Ϫ0.062 according to Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒. The corresponding index profile is selectively shown in Fig. 7 for samples with 15, 60, and 120 min exchange time at ϭ610 nm.
Effect of annealing
The sample, which was proton exchanged at 250°C for 2 h, was subjected to annealing in atmosphere at 300°C for 100 min. The transmission spectrum of this sample was measured every 10 min during the annealing process. The trans- mission spectra and their evolution with anneal time showed the characteristics of a FD profile. With increasing annealing time, the transmission spectra showed that the number of fringes increased, the fringe amplitude decreased, and the average-height line decreased, indicating that the index profile increased thickness, decreased steepness and decreased amplitude with increasing annealing time.
We used the same procedure as in the previous section to fit the experimental transmission spectra of the annealed sample with the FD index profile of Eq. ͑3͒. The results of the least square fit are shown in Fig. 8͑s͒ . The fittings were as good as that of Fig. 6͑s͒ . The index profiles evolution with anneal time are selectively shown in Fig. 9 for annealing time of 0, 20, and 100 min.
Experimental error
The photometry noise level of the transmission measurement was about 0.3% transmittance as mentioned previously. Since the photometry noises are random error, they affect the fitting accuracy more seriously when fitting a smaller number of data points to a specific function than fitting a large number of data points to the same function. In our case, the final SQRT values of the least square fit for 90 data points were small, in the range from 0.01 to 0.45. As shown in Fig.  5͑s͒ , the calculated transmission spectra, by using the final fit index profiles, coincide well with the experimental spectra in the long wavelength region. The small final SQRT value mainly came from the minor misfit in the short wavelength region below 500 nm. There are two reasons for the short wavelength misfit: the first is that only a limited number of data points were taken in the more profoundly varying short wavelength spectrum; the second reason is that fitting to the smaller fringe amplitude in the short wavelength spectrum is influenced more by the photometry noise than in the long wavelength region with larger fringe amplitude.
The fitting error was estimated 14 to be Ͻ1% for parameter a, Ӷ0.1% for parameter b, and Ͻ5% for parameter c. The equal-SQRT surface structure in the multidimensional space constituted by the parameters a, b, and c of the Fermi-Dirac function is highly sensitive to b, and relatively less sensitive to c.
Because the H ϩ concentration in the sample near the surface region should be the saturation concentration under the experimental condition of constant supply of H ϩ and constant temperature, one would therefore expect the parameter c to be a constant as indicated in Fig. 6͑c͒ by the dash line. However, the spreading of the data points around the dash line in Fig. 6͑c͒ is greater than the fitting error ͑Ͻ5% as was mentioned previously͒, therefore the spreading should mainly come from the systematic error of sample to sample variation. The sample to sample variations are possibly caused by factors such as temperature fluctuation, H ϩ concentration fluctuation in the pyrophosphoric acid, and minor differences in surface condition of the samples. Such systematic errors affect parameters a and b as well, as one can see from Fig. 6͑a͒ and 6͑b͒ .
We have examined numerically different index profiles such as linear, parabola, exponential, Gaussian, and error function. Even at the global minimum, these profiles gave very high SQRT value, and the calculated spectrum seriously deviated from the measured spectrum. The characteristics of the transmission spectra for these index profiles did not meet those of the experimental spectra.
C. Discussion
The parameters a, b, and c are indications of steepness, thickness, and amplitude of the index profile. According to the results shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 10, we can conclude that the proton exchange process with pyrophosphoric acid at 250°C produced a FD ordinary refractive index profile for the planar waveguide in LiTaO 3 . Figure 6͑a͒ shows that steepness of the index profile as indicated by the parameter a becomes constant for prolonged exchange time, but the thickness of the index profile kept on increasing for prolonged exchange time as is shown by Fig.  6͑b͒ . This observation implies that the ratio of the index transition thickness to the whole profile thickness is smaller for longer exchange time than for shorter exchange time. That is to say, for longer proton exchange time, the index profile is more like a step function than shorter proton exchange time.
Yamamoto 10 and Davis 11 reported that the thickness (d) of the waveguide in proton exchanged LiNbO 3 and LiTaO 3 varies with proton exchange time (t) as dϭ2ͱD e (T e )t where D e is the diffusion coefficient of the proton exchange process and T e is the proton exchange temperature. The thickness (d) of the waveguide also varies with annealing time as dϭ2ͱD a (T a )t, where D a is the diffusion coefficient of the annealing process and T a is the annealing temperature. 2 /h. If we assume diffusion coefficients increase with temperature, then our values suggest that the diffusion in the annealing process has a smaller coefficient than that in the exchange process. The diffusion process in proton exchange for which there is a constant supply of diffusion species from the exterior is easier than the diffusion process in annealing for which there is no supply of the diffusion species from the exterior. One aspect to notice about Fig. 10͑a͒ is that the thickness started to take off from ϳ40 nm at ϳ5 min exchange time. We did notice that the transmittance for samples subjected to exchange time shorter than 5 min, from a few seconds to a few minutes, increased significantly from that of the bare substrate, but without fringes. The observation of the increasing fringeless transmittance for the short exchange time samples indicates that there is an ultrathin waveguide forming for short exchange time, but the diffusion coefficient for forming the ultrathin waveguide is very small as is indicated in Fig. 10͑a͒ by the small slope of the nearly flat part in the region of short exchange time. We assert that the diffusion mechanism for proton exchange process at the surface is different from that in the bulk; the surface diffusion mechanism includes surface penetration and near-surface diffusion, and it must be associated with a very small diffusion coefficient. This surface dominant diffusion region is within ϳ40 nm from the surface, as is estimated from the value of the first data point in Fig. 10͑a͒ , i.e., 40 nm thickness for 5 min exchange time. The phenomenon of surface dominant diffusion should not appear in the annealing process, since there is no diffusion taking place inward from the exterior for the annealing process.
Since the proton exchange process in LiTaO 3 is basically a problem of charged particle diffusion, it should best be analyzed by using the Nernst-Planck diffusion equation. Nunes et al. 15 used the Nernst-Planck equation to reveal the concentration dependent diffusivity as a direct consequence of the electric field induced by ion dislocation in the lattice to account for the anomalous lateral diffusion of Ti in LiNbO 3 . This reference implies that there could exist a diffusion mechanism for proton exchange process in LiTaO 3 under this mechanism; H ϩ in diffusion and Li Ϫ out diffusion are unbalanced near the surface region to create an electric field such that surface diffusion is constrained to yield a lower diffusion coefficient than in bulk as is supported by our observation. However, literature on Nernst-Planck equation analysis, which is relevant to our system, is lacking. Future research of theoretical analysis on the proton exchange process in LiTaO 3 with the Nernst-Planck equation would be useful for better understanding of the process.
If we assume that the index profile is directly proportional to the mass distribution, then the area of the nearly trapezoid FD index profile as was shown in Figs. 7 and 9 should be proportional to the amount of diffusion species in the sample. We plot the area of the FD profile for all the samples in Fig. 11 . For the annealing process, the constant area versus annealing time in Fig. 11 clearly indicates the amount of diffusion species kept constant during the annealing process since there is no supply of diffusion species from the exterior. The amount of diffusion species in the proton exchange process monotonically increases with increasing exchange time since there is a constant supply of proton from the exterior during the proton exchange process. During the first 5 min of the exchange process, the area is zero, supporting the observation of the existence of a surface dominant diffusion process with small diffusion coefficient as was discussed in the previous paragraph.
The validity of an index profile model should be justified by the value of SQRT for the final fit. An inappropriate index model will lead to a very high SQRT even at the global minimum. Without actually carrying out the numerical trials with different profiles, selecting an appropriate index model can be accomplished in several ways: First, the most direct way is to use a concentration profiling tool such as SIMS, Auger electron emission spectroscopy ͑AES͒, and Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy ͑RBS͒ to obtain the concentration depth profile of H ϩ ; the concentration profile can be assumed to be directly proportional to the index profile. Second, different index profiles have different transmission spectrum characteristics. The transmission spectrum characteristics of different index profiles can be studied and analyzed beforehand by computer simulation similar to our demonstration in Sec. III for Fermi-Dirac profile. Comparing the experimental transmission spectrum characteristics of the samples with the computer simulation results will lead one to select the most proper index profile for further analysis.
The method introduced in this article can be extended to measure the extraordinary refractive index profile of a planar waveguide in a uniaxial crystal plate as well. For an X-or Y-cut crystal plate, if the polarization of the incident light is set along the optical axis of the crystal in the normal angle of incidence transmission spectrum measurement, then the light sees only the extraordinary refractive index. The same procedure that was introduced in this article can be applied to obtain the extraordinary refractive index profile of the waveguide.
V. CONCLUSION
The ordinary refractive index profile of a planar waveguide formed on a crystal plate can be determined by transmission spectrum analysis with the aid of multilayer optical thin film calculation method. The ordinary refractive index profiles of a proton exchanged planar waveguide on LiTaO 3 , both as-exchanged and after annealing, can very well be described by a Fermi-Dirac function as was demonstrated with this method. The index profile evolution with the exchange time and anneal time were also obtained with this method. We found that a square root dependence on exchange time and anneal time relationship for the profile thickness is valid. The diffusion coefficients for the proton exchange process at 25°C pyrophosphoric acid are 0.42 and 0.22 m 2 /h for the annealing process at 300°C in atmosphere. Through the analysis, we also found that for the proton exchange process in LiTaO 3 at 250°C in pyrophosphorous acid, a surface diffusion phenomenon different from bulk diffusion exists within the region less than 40 nm from the surface; the diffusion coefficient for the surface diffusion is much smaller compared with that of bulk diffusion.
